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TASMANIA'S RIP VAN WINKLE.

(By S. Sutchkofl.)

O F COURSE .it
is

re
Tasmanian far

-mir. He fell
in' his profound

slumber in that important time of

economical history, when the New Zea

lander conceived the 'Idea of supplying
frozen mutton and lamb -to "oversens

countries: It was. successful. Wealth

flowed into the Dominiol. The 'mut
ton and lamb industry flourished, and

the farmer enjoyed unprecedented

prosperity. But the mutton and fat

lamb industry is subject to the law of

any other industry. Good demand cre

ates bigger supply, until supply begins

to over-balance demand, when reaction

takes place.

Profitable, industry induced many
other countries to adopt the scheme,
and gradual change from large cattle

farming to sheep farming for mutton

and lamb was taking place during the

last two decades. The war time and a

few years after the war was the gold

en age of the mutton and fat lamb

industry. Then the world awoke to

the fact that the industry was over

done, and to the other fact that the

large 'cattle now existing all the world

over are far insufficient to meet the

demand of the market. A well-known

writer on agricultural subjects in Eng
land, Sir William S. IHaldane, in the
London "Times" of February 24 last,

urges British farmers to turn from

growing mutton and lamb to the pro

ductioin of large cattle, in order to
meet the growing shortage of beef.

The state of the beef market in

U.S.A. and Great Britain, and their
competition with each other to - get

hold of any available supplies, is very
instructive. U.S.A. has been tradition

ally independent of all other countries
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of all other

as regards beef. Moreover, she was
one of the biggest exporters of beef.

This position has been gradually chang
ing since the war. In 1925 she export

ed 4,250,000 Ibs; of beef, but in 1929

she was already very short of it, and

imported 120,000,000 lbs., besides 500,

000 cattle. By the end of 1927 she

had swallowed up all and more of the

surplus Canada and Mexico could spare

of cattlq or beef, bringing down Can
ada's cattle numbers for 1928 by half
a million, compared with 1925, when

England got from Canada 110,000 cat
tile and 10,000,000 lbs. of beef. Now,
of course, England gets nothing.

Turned To New Zealand.
in her increasing need for beef

U.S.A. turned to New Zealand. The

New Zealand Meat Board in its re

port of May 31, 1929, states that North

America had taken 00 per cent. of the

season's overseas export of beef. As

a consequence England could secure

from New Zealand only a fraction of

the beef she used to buy previously.

U.S.A. has also begun to draw on Aus
tralian supplies, and in 1928-1929 she

took away from Australia 2.330.000
lbs. of frozen beef. There being an

embargo in U.S.A. on South American

fresh meat, on account of foot-and
mouth infection, she has overcome the
difficulty by importing canned beef,
and these imports are rapidly increas
ing.

And so it will be seen that U.S.A.

has devoured the surplus cattle and

beef with which Canada used to feed

England; has seized the great bulk of

England's beef supplies from New

Zealand; has begun competing with

England, alongside the growing East

ern demand, for whatever supplies

Australia can afford; and is now at

t..cking seriously the monopoly Eng
land had hitherto held as the only
big buyer in the South American mar

kets, the mainstay of supply on which

England has long leant.
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England has long leant.

Turning to mutton and lamb, we find

quite a different outlook: U.S.A. used

to be one of the biggest customers of

mutton and lamb-producing countries.

But her importations of mutton and

lamb have been gradually shrinking for

the last five -years, together with in

creasing flocks of sheep at home, un

til now she is practically independent

in regard to mutton and lamb. It

means that one of the biggest markets

for mutton and lamb is closed, and the

remaining markets have to absorb not

only their usual -quota, but enormous

quantities as well which used to be

sent to U.S.A. Considering that mut

ton and lamb-producing countries have

been expanding this industry year af

ter year, the present position really ap

pears alarming.

However we turn the matter over, we

find no hope in the immediate future

for the mutton and lamb industry. Re

action is bound to take place. There

will boe a prolonged slump in mutton

and lamb;, followed by gradual shrink

ago in the industry. and thoesubstitu

tion by beef production. We are living

now just on the brink of the crisis..

What of Tasmania?

And what about the Tasmanian Rip
Van Winkle? He just awoke after two

decades of slumber, rubbed his eyes,
looked round and mumbled: "Yes, all

the
world' is hungering for . mutton.

There is money in it. Let us lose no

time.''

It has not dawned yet on the poor

thing that he had been sleeping for

the last 20 years, that it was years ago

when the world was hungering for

mutton, and that the world by now has

been overloaded. with mutton and is

getting pretty sick of it. How long
a time will it take for the Tasmanian

Rip Van Winkle properly to awaken,
and to realise the fact that he has

slept away the best part of his life,

opportunities?
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together with the best opportunities?

It is not my object to discourage our

nascent fat lamb industry, but in the

circumstances caution is necessary. Any
how, it will take years before Tas

nania will, have a sufficient surplus of

nutton and lamb for expoet, and by
that time the market might be read

justed.

My principal object is to draw at

tention to the beef possibilities. These

possibilities are immediate. We have a

large surplus of fat cattle, but our Tas

manian market is very limited. We

cannot benefit to any
extent'

by high

prices of beef, on the mainland, on ac

count of freights across the Strait.

Meantime, whatever fortune awaits our

mutton and lamb industry, large cat

tle farming is going to hold its own,
for the simple reason that we cannot

run sheep on the same rough bush farms,

with rough fences, as we do cattle.

Give a little encouragement, give out
let'

for beef, and our cattle farming
will double in no time.

Necessity Now.

The cattle farming at the present

time is due not to profit, but to neces

sity. A bush farmer has no more choice

than between dairying and cattle farm
ing, and he has to reject the very often

more profitable branch, dairying, for

several specific reasons. Why not to

make a virtue of necessity? There is

every possibility to make his farming
remunerative. Somerset freezing works,
which originally were planned for the

export of frozen beef, could be turned

now to this purpose profitably. And

while waiting for lambs to come, let

us not be idle, but make what we can

of beef, lest we go to sleep again for

another two decades.


